
Australian publisher Compare TV provides reviews, guides and offers on a 

range of digital entertainment services. They work with the biggest media 

brands, including a large Australian pay-television company whose 

services include cable television, direct broadcast satellite television, and 

IPTV catch-up services. Compare TV became this television company’s 

first marketing partner to use Partnerize’s technology enabling them to 

optimize activity across a number of key products on behalf of the brand 

by using real-time data to extract actionable insights and optimizing 

campaign performance across media as well as creative and content. This 

significantly reduced the time they spend on administrative efforts and 

manual report-pulling, ultimately allowing them to:

Compare TV review reports in the platform regularly and share result 

summaries with clients at least once per month. They focus on metrics 

such as: “clicks through to sales” (last click attribution), conversion rates 

and rolling eCPA’s on CPC campaigns. Compare TV relies on the data 

they receive from Performance Horizon’s pubrefs to observe how any 

number of campaign elements are performing and optimize them 

accordingly across media as well as creative and content. They make 

site and campaign adjustments, at times, on a daily basis, based on real-

time insights and also typically adjust creative/messaging with each 

campaign while promoting special or exclusive offers. 

In their decision making With high margins

“We know what is 

working in real-time and 

can make adjustments 

immediately, capping or 

increasing spend based 

on performance.“   

Oliver Mistry, 

Director of Compare TV



Compare TV took advantage of Partnerize’s ability to incorporate third-

party partner tracking pixels without a full integration process. The 

relatively simple setup meant that Compare TV only required basic initial 

training to help familiarize themselves with the Partnerize platform, which 

has intuitive and user-friendly reporting capabilities that are still advanced 

enough to perform more sophisticated lookups when necessary. Today, 

Compare TV continues to receive ongoing technical support from 

Partnerize including help to integrate conversion data into other systems 

as well as general support around campaigns, budgets, and invoicing.

“The real-time data updates are slick - the dashboard reports back as you watch. The mobile 

app is also great and enables you to monitor performance wherever you are. We have not 

seen this offered by any of the other similar products we’ve worked with. It’s easy to create 

and track bespoke segments using the pubref function.”

Oliver Mistry, Director of Compare TV

Partnerize’s tech is helping Compare TV achieve its mission by allowing 

them to be proactive and nimble in their decision making. 

Compare TV no longer needs to chase down data or results from 

previous weeks’ activity allowing for proactive analysis of results.

Sharing live campaign results with advertisers has greatly enhanced 

working relationships generating significant revenue increases 

profitability improvements.  

Partnerize helps the world's leading brands build powerful business partnerships that drive extraordinary business growth. The 

Partnerize Partner Management Platform (PMP) is an end-to-end, SaaS-based solution for forming, managing, analyzing, and 

predicting the future results of partner marketing programs using artificial intelligence. Hundreds of the world's largest brands 

leverage our real-time technology to manage more than $6B in partner programs and financial exchanges across 214+ countries 

and territories worldwide. To learn more about Partnerize and partner marketing, visit partnerize.com
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